The Goddess Mystery School

TM

TEACHINGS OF MARY MAGDELENE

with Joan Clark

FRIDAY, JULY 19 – SUNDAY, JULY 21
10 A.M. – 5 P.M.
STUDIO CITY, CALIFORNIA

This three-day intensive with the Goddess Mystery SchoolTM Teachings of Mary Magdalene
is a devotional immersion into the sacred principles of spiritual alchemy – through the
seven spiritual virtues of love’s consciousness that Mary Magdalene taught her disciples.
Together we will explore and immerse ourselves in the Goddess Mystery SchoolTM
Teachings. We will work with the power of fragrance to help draw out the deeper alchemical
meanings of the seven spiritual teachings. In addition, the workshop will include:

FACILITATOR

JOAN CLARK
Joan is a leading educator in
aromatherapy and natural
perfumery. She is the owner
of Joan Clark’s Palais
Aromaetica - the Goddess line
of aromatic products, and has
created signature scents for
individuals, corporations and
wellness centers.
Joan has been in the healing
arts for over 25 years and is
certified in a variety of different
alternative therapies. She
teaches kundalini yoga and
and is also an energy intuitive
in private practice.
Find out more about Joan at
www.joanclark.com
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Hands-on blending with a palette of 22 natural aromatics
Kundalini Yoga and Breath-work
Intuitive Oracle Sessions
Temple Dancing
Creation of a private journal for the Teachings
Circle work – creating altars for each Goddess Mystery SchoolTM Teaching
Group discussion and sharing of each other’s blends
Slide show of France and the Path of the Magdalene

Course Fee: $350 includes blending supplies.
ALSO AVAILABLE!
AROMATICS Joan has been involved with teaching the Goddess Mystery SchoolTM
Teachings of Mary Magdalene for over 12 years and has developed a complete line of
Mary Magdalene perfume essences to align with the different Mystery School Teachings.
INTUITIVE HEALING Joan will offer individual intuitive healing sessions throughout the
weekend. Sessions are $125.
SACRED TRAVELS Joan hosts retreats to France and elsewhere to walk the Path of the
Magdalene. Upcoming trips include Bali, Sept.-Oct., 2013 and France, May, 2014.
REGISTER TODAY!
To register for the Teachings of Mary Magdalene, intuitive healing sessions and the May
2014 Path of the Magdalene retreat, contact Joan Clark at joan@joanclark.com or 785550-9563.

